Connecting Course/Service SLO’s to Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILO)
Division:
Liberal Arts
Department:
Humanities
Course/Service Name:
Humanities 001A
Person Completing Form:
Helayna Thickpenny
Extension:
5287

Course/Service SLO

ILO (Indicate the
ILO by inputting
A, B or C in the
boxes below)

In writing students will identify, analyze, and compare and contrast works of art, music, literature and
philosophy from ancient Greek and Roman times through the Medieval age.

A, B

In writing, students will discuss the historical, political, religious and social context of these
masterworks.

A, B

In writing, students will discuss how these masterworks of art, music, literature, and philosophy reflect
the values of the particular historical period from which they emerged

A, B

Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILO)

A. Communication and Information Competency: The student will demonstrate the ability to acquire, evaluate,
send and receive information in a variety of modes including written, spoken, scientific, and mathematical
language.
B. Critical Thinking: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the methods by which information may be
investigated, analyzed, synthesized, and utilized. The student will be able to apply this knowledge to creatively solve
problems and develop new theories.
C. Personal Development: Students will respect and work with diverse people including those with different cultural and
linguistic backgrounds and different abilities. Students will demonstrate an understanding of ethical issues and the
development of personal values that will enhance their capacity for working with others.

*This form is due no later than April 13, 2013

Connecting Course/Service SLO’s to Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILO)
Division:
Liberal Arts
Department: Humanities
Course/Service Name: Humanities 001B
Person Completing Form:
Helayna Thickpenny
Extension:
5287

Course/Service SLO

ILO (Indicate the
ILO by inputting
A, B or C in the
boxes below)

In writing students will identify, analyze, and compare and contrast masterworks of art, literature, and
th
music from the Renaissance to the 20 century.

A, B

In writing students will explain the historical, political, religious or philosophical context of these
masterworks.

A, B

In writing students will explain how these masterworks of art, literature and music reflect the values of
their historical time period.

A, B

Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILO)

A. Communication and Information Competency: The student will demonstrate the ability to acquire, evaluate,
send and receive information in a variety of modes including written, spoken, scientific, and mathematical
language.
B. Critical Thinking: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the methods by which information may be
investigated, analyzed, synthesized, and utilized. The student will be able to apply this knowledge to creatively solve
problems and develop new theories.
C. Personal Development: Students will respect and work with diverse people including those with different cultural and
linguistic backgrounds and different abilities. Students will demonstrate an understanding of ethical issues and the
development of personal values that will enhance their capacity for working with others.

*This form is due no later than April 13, 2013

